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” soft gripper with multiple tactile
sensors†

Lei Han, *a Rui Wang, a Yupeng Dong,a Xun Zhang,a Chenggen Wua

and Xiaoguang Zhaob

Biomimetic properties allow soft robots to complexly interact with the environment. As the bridge between

the robot and the operating object, the gripping hand is an important organ for its connection with the

outside world, which requires the ability to provide feedback from the grasped object, similar to the

human sensory and nervous system. In this work, to cope with the difficulty of integrating complex

sensing and communication systems into flexible soft grippers, we propose a GO/PI composite bilayer

film-based gripper with two types of tactile sensors and a LC passive wireless transmission module to

obtain the grip information and transmit it to the processor. The bilayer film structure demonstrates

good photothermal driving performance. Pressure and material sensors are located at the tips of the

gripper's fingers to acquire tactile information which is wirelessly transmitted to the processor for

analysis via the LC circuit. The grasping and feedback of the gripper are presented through an intelligent

display system, realizing the wireless interconnection between the robot terminal and processing system,

exhibiting broad application potential.
Introduction

Biological systems can perform complex tasks with high
compliance levels, which makes them a great source of inspi-
ration for so robotics.1–9 For creatures, including both animals
and plants, grasping and manipulation are fundamental ways
to interact with the environment. Many animals and plants
usually take advantage of their bodies, such as human hands,
eagle claws, elephant trunks, ytrap tentacles, and sundew
tendrils as end effectors to collect sensory information such as
pressure and strain to complete many interaction-based tasks,
including hunting, nesting, and feeding. Compared with rigid
robots, biomimetic so robots have a high degree of deform-
ability and dexterity. “Janus” so robots based on a exible
bilayer lm structure can grasp and manipulate various types of
objects.10–12 The so grippers convert the bilayer lm structure
which is mismatched caused by external environmental stimuli
such as humidity,13 electricity,14 magnetism,15 heat,16 light,17 air
pressure,18 hydraulic pressure,19 solvent,20 etc. into the
mechanical movement. Electrical response, magnetic response,
photo-thermal response, and multi-stimulus response grippers
are commonly utilized. Although electrical response grippers
have the advantages of simple operation and excellent
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controllability, it is necessary to connect the grippers and the
power supply through a wire, which is not conducive to the
application of wireless detection.21–23 Magnetic response grip-
pers are accompanied by high controllability due to their
remote non-contact control via manipulating the direction and
intensity of the magnetic eld.15 However, they require complex
and bulky external apparatus to control the magnetic eld and
its gradient precisely, and as the distance from the magnetic
source increases, the magnetic eld strength decreases signi-
cantly. Light is considered to be one of the most promising
stimuli for biomimetic so grippers. Their non-contact drive
enables the selective and precise control of the grippers through
wavelength and intensity selection.24 Photo-response grippers
enable high-resolution temporal and spatial control. Various
materials have been adopted in photo-responsive grippers that
are triggered directly (photo-chemical)9,25–27 or indirectly (photo-
thermal)28–34 by responding to different wavelengths from
ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared (NIR), which indicates that the
photo-thermal response gripper based on the so bilayer lm
has broad research prospects.

The structure design, preparation, and application of novel
materials and grasping movements of the exible gripper have
been extensively studied. Few studies focus on multi-tactile
sensing between the gripper and the operating object and
there is also a lack of research on the transmission and inter-
action of tactile sensing information. Relevant tactile sensing
research studies mostly concentrate on the direction of large
and rigid bionic grippers.35 Due to the size of the large-scale
bionic gripper, the driving method is generally electric drive,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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and the detection method is usually wired sensing measure-
ment, which limits its application in conned spaces and harsh
environments.

In this article, we propose an integration of an intelligent
exible gripper with two types of tactile sensors and a LC
passive wireless circuit to obtain and transmit tactile informa-
tion. The grasping movements of the proposed gripper are
realized by a graphene oxide/polyimide (GO/PI) composite
bilayer lm. Due to the difference in thermal expansion coeffi-
cients of GO and PI, the bilayer lm bends toward the GO side
under infrared light (IR) irradiation to achieve grasping. The
tactile sensors located at the ngertips can realize the accurate
measurement of the grasping force and the precise identica-
tion of the target object materials. In addition, the gripper can
also communicate with the processor to realize the intelligent
integrated display of tactile sensor information.
Fig. 1 Fabrication and structure of the gripper. (a) Comparison of robot
system; (d) flow chart of the preparation of GO/PI composite bilayers; (e)
sensor.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Results and discussion

As shown in Fig. 1a, creatures manipulate objects by the
grasping movement of muscles and the tactile sensation of
neurons. Due to the analogous exibility to living organisms,
so grippers can be used as a way to achieve this biological
movement. Fig. 1b shows the basic composition of the grasping
hand, the structure of which is similar to that of a cruciform.
Graphene oxide (GO), a derivative of a two-dimensional gra-
phene material with excellent properties, is used as the host
material so that the GO lm and the PI lm form a composite.
The bilayer lm is excited by IR to bend the four ngers for
grasping the small ball located in the central area of the gripper.
GO has a negative coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and
a high coefficient of hygroscopic expansion (CHE) which is
a good candidate material for the fabrication of the gripper. On
and manual gripping. (b) Schematic diagram of the gripper; (c) gripper
structure of the material sensor; (f) fabrication process of the pressure
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the other hand, PI has a highly positive CTE and an ignorable
CHE. Hence, the GO/PI bilayer lm structure is suitable for
fabricating the gripper with large bending actuation when the
temperature increases, as illustrated in Note S1.† In addition,
graphene and its carbon-based materials show good absorption
in the wavelength range from UV to NIR. When the exible
gripper is excited by IR, due to the difference in thermal
expansion coefficients of GO and PI, the gripper based on the
GO/PI bilayer lm bends towards the GO lm side to realize the
grasping movement of the gripper.

A pair of sensors with interdigital capacitance is used to
distinguish different materials, and the other pair of sensors is
made of a sandwich structure to detect pressure, where the
inter-dielectric layer is a three-dimensional porous structure GO
foam with good dielectric properties. Two pairs of sensors are
symmetrically distributed on the nger tips of the cruciform
gripper, as shown in the inset of Fig. 1b. The description of the
electrode structure and dimensions is provided in Note S4.†
Fig. 1c shows the structure of the entire gripper system. Two
parallel-connected sandwich-structured sensitive capacitors are
connected in parallel with a planar spiral inductor on the PCB to
form an LC circuit. When the gripper robot grasps objects, the
distance between the upper and lower electrodes decreases due
to the pressure, which makes the capacitance value larger, and
leads to a shi in the resonant frequency of the LC circuit that
indicates the pressure value. The details of capacitive sensing
are given in Note S2.† In the same way, the two interdigitated
sensitive capacitors are connected in parallel with another
Fig. 2 Structure characterization of the gripper. (a) Optical (left) and SEM
pristine GO; (b) SEM image of the cross-section for the GO/PI compos
before (upper) and after (bottom) compression; (d) Raman spectra of the G
of the sandwich structure pressure sensor.
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planar spiral inductor on the PCB to form another LC circuit.
When the gripper robot grasps objects of different materials,
a corresponding change in the relative dielectric constant varies
the interdigital capacitor, which is reected in the resonant
frequency (Note S3†).

Fig. 1d shows the fabrication process of the GO/PI composite
bilayer lm. The GO lm is prepared by vacuum ltration, then
completely peeled off from the lter paper and cut by irradiating
the GO lm with a focused high-power density laser beam to
form the corresponding pattern. Next, the adhesive PI lm
(purchased from RICROWN TECHNOLOGY) is bonded to the
patterned GO lm, resulting in a GO/PI composite bilayer lm.
The interdigital electrodes for the material sensor are directly
fabricated on the GO lm side of the GO/PI bilayer lm as
shown in Fig. 1e. It consists of one group of interdigital struc-
tures and causes the initial capacitance that varies with the test
material. Fig. 1f is a schematic diagram of the preparation
process of the GO-based pressure sensor. First, patterned elec-
trodes are realized on the GO lm side of the prepared GO/PI
bilayer lm. Then, the preparation of the foam dielectric layer
includes drop-coating a high-concentration GO solution on the
electrodes, freezing and vacuum drying. Finally, the upper
electrode structure of the pressure sensor is prepared on the GO
foam, and the overall structure is assembled.
Structural and material characterization

As shown in Fig. 2, the gripper robot is characterized. Fig. 2a
shows the optical and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
image of the cross-section (upper right) and surface (bottom right) for
ite bilayer film, red: PI, orange: adhesive; (c) SEM images of GO foam
O film. (e) Raman spectra of GO foam. (f) Structural cross-section SEM

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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image of the GO lm, the cross-section of which indicates that
the GO lm with a thickness of 12 mm has an obvious layered
structure. The top-down SEM image shows that the GO surface
is at with only some slight wrinkles observed. AFM charac-
terization of the surface of the GO lm is additionally per-
formed (Note S5 and Fig. S7†), from which it can be conrmed
that the surface of the GO lm is relatively at and has no effect
on the performance of the gripper. Fig. 2b shows the SEM image
of the cross-section of the GO/PI composite bilayer lm. The gap
between the GO lm and the PI lm is negligible, and the
thickness of the GO and the PI lm is about 10 mm and 60 mm,
respectively.

Fig. 2c shows the optical and SEM image of the GO foam
which exhibits an ultra-light three-dimensional porous struc-
ture, which is formed because the GO sheets are squeezed by
the continuously generated ice crystals during the freezing
process and crosslinked with each other under the intermo-
lecular forces. Aer sublimation of the ice crystal, the remain-
ing space is lled with air. The size of air holes and the density
of GO foam can be adjusted by changing the concentration of
GO dispersion. The top-right and bottom-right SEM images of
Fig. 2c show the GO foam before and aer compression. It can
be observed that the internal structure of the GO foam is uffy
and porous without compression. Most of the space is lled
with air, and the average diameter of the hole structure is
roughly on the order of tens of microns. When the GO foam is
compressed by external pressure, the air in the foam is
squeezed out, resulting in a tight structure, which demonstrates
the sensitivity of the GO foam as a pressure sensor. Fig. 2d and e
show the Raman spectra of the GO lm and GO foam, respec-
tively. According to the Raman spectrum of the GO lm, the G
Fig. 3 Mechanical properties of the gripper. (a) Bending movement and
Time-dependent bending angle of the unloaded gripper under the irradi
angle of the gripper grasping the ball under the irradiation of IR with diff

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
peak of GO is at around 1587 cm−1, which reects the symmetry
of the graphitic structure, while the D peak of GO is at around
1352 cm−1, representing the disorder of the inner sheet of GO.
The reason is that the introduction of oxygen-containing func-
tional groups in the oxidation process destroys the original
regular electron arrangement structure of graphene. The
transformation of sp2 to sp3 causes damage to some C]C
bonds and introduces a large number of defects, which are
expressed in the enhancement of the D peak and the broad-
ening of the G peak in the Raman spectrum. From the Raman
spectrum of the GO foam, it is demonstrated that the Raman
peak of the prepared GO foam is very close to that of the GO
lm, except that the GO foam has more bimodal burrs which
may be due to the numerous hole structures in the GO foam.
The structural composition of the sandwich-structured pressure
sensor is characterized in Fig. 2f. The thin GO/PI composite
bilayer lm is used as the substrate, and the patterned electrode
based on conductive tape is fabricated on the substrate, which
is covered by the GO foam. On top of the GO foam is the other
layer of pattered electrodes based on conductive tape.
Movement performance

The so gripper based on the GO/PI composite bilayer lm has
excellent photothermal response performance. IR excitation
with a power density of 0.2242 W cm−2 is applied to the so
gripper, the emitted infrared wavelength of which is 780–3000
nm to obtain the bending movement of the so gripper. The
movement process and the corresponding temperature distri-
bution in relation to time are depicted in Fig. 3a. Initially, the
gripper is in a straight state. When the IR is turned on, the
temperature distribution of the gripper under the irradiation of IR. (b)
ation of IR with different power densities; (c) time-dependent bending
erent power densities.

Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4756–4765 | 4759
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ngers of the gripper quickly bend towards the side of the GO
lm. Aer 6 seconds, the ngers of the gripper bend upward
about 90� from the straight state. Aerward, with the contin-
uous irradiation of IR, the ngers of the gripper still bend to
a certain angle at a slower speed compared with the beginning
of the IR irradiation, and remain stable for 20 seconds. When
the IR is removed, the ngers of the gripper gradually recover
from the curved state to the straight state with time. The
bending angle of the ngers changes rapidly at rst, and as they
gradually approach the straight state, the change in the bending
angle decreases. Aer 240 seconds, the ngers of the gripper
return to the straight state, according to the rst line and the
third line in Fig. 3a.

In order to clarify the photothermal driving principle of the
gripper, the temperature change of the gripper under the irra-
diation of IR is detected by a visual thermometric thermal
imager, as displayed in the second and the fourth lines of
Fig. 3a. It is implicated that under the irradiation of IR, the
temperature of the gripper is much higher than that of the
surrounding environment. Because the IR is irradiated verti-
cally from the top of the gripper, heat is evenly distributed
across the gripper. When the IR is removed, the temperature of
the gripper gradually decreases with time, and the temperature
of the ngers decreases faster than that of other parts of the
gripper. Finally, the temperature of the gripper returns to the
initial temperature, corresponding to the straight state of the
gripper. By analysing the temperature distribution of the
gripper corresponding to the bending state, it can be conrmed
that the bending movement of the gripper is induced by light-
induced heat.

In order to study the inuence of IR power density on the
bending movement of the so gripper, the gripper is placed
under IR with 5 different power densities. The bending angle in
Fig. 3b and c is dened in Fig. S1.† According to Fig. 3b, under
the irradiation of IR with different power densities, the
maximum bending angle and the time taken to reach that are
different with the gripper unloaded. At the straight state, the
gripper bends quickly under the irradiation of IR, which is
manifested as a large slope of the curve in the initial stage. With
the continuous irradiation of IR, the ngers of the gripper still
bend at a slower speed compared to the initial stage. Aer
stabilization, the gripper reaches the maximum bending angle.
In addition, the higher power density of the IR costs less time to
reach the same bending angle, leading to a faster response
speed. Therefore, under the irradiation of IR with a higher
power density, the gripper reaches the maximum bending angle
state faster, and then enters a stable state. 15 cycles of repetition
experiments are conducted to verify the reliability of the gripper
motion. The results are shown in Fig. S4.†

Further study on the response performance when the gripper
grasps the object is conducted. Fig. 3c shows the variation of the
bending angle with time when the gripper grasps the ball under
the IR irradiation of 5 different power densities. Under the
irradiation of IR, the response performance of the gripper
grasping the ball is different from that of unloaded, especially
the maximum bending angle and the time cost under the same
power density. For example, under the IR irradiation of 0.3056
4760 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4756–4765
W cm−2 power density, the time to reach themaximum bending
angle is about 6 seconds with the gripper unloaded, while it
becomes 105 seconds with the ball grasped. In addition, the
maximum bending angle that the gripper nally achieves under
different power densities also becomes smaller than the
unloaded state, which tends to be near the same angle of 90�.
Higher power density induces a faster response speed of the
gripper, which costs a shorter time to reach the maximum
bending angle and enter the stable state. The longer time to
reach the maximum bending angle when grasping the ball is
due to that the ball blocks the IR irradiation, which results in
a slow rise of temperature in the part that plays a crucial role in
the entire grasping movement. Thus, it is necessary for a long
time to gradually increase the temperature of obscured parts
through heat transfer in order to achieve the maximum bending
state. As for the irradiation of IR with different power densities
when grasping the ball, the maximum bending angle of the
grasping hand tends to be near the same angle, which just
meets the requirements of holding the ball.
Pressure sensor

As shown in Fig. 4, IR excitation with different power densities
is applied to the gripper based on the GO/PI bilayer lm for the
pressure tactile sensing test, and the data are transmitted by the
LC circuit. A small ball is placed in the central area of the so
gripper, and a total of 8 IR power densities in the range of
0.0001–0.3056 W cm−2 are sequentially applied. Fig. 4a shows
the test results of the reection coefficient S11 of the gripper.
The LC passive wireless sensor system is in the initial state with
no external IR excitation, where the resonant frequency and the
S11 value at the resonant frequency are 873.2 MHz and −9.89
dB. When the IR excitation is applied to the gripper, the gripper
begins to bend and grasp the small ball, which compresses the
GO foam dielectric layer of the capacitive pressure sensor and
increases the capacitance value, resulting in the le shi of
resonant frequency. As depicted in Fig. 4a, the resonant
frequency changes insignicantly under the IR power density of
0.0001 W cm−2, while it becomes obvious enough to obtain
a shi of 2.0 MHz under the IR power density of 0.0264 W cm−2.
When the power density reaches 0.3056 W cm−2, the resonant
frequency of the system is 851.6 MHz, and the corresponding
S11 value is −5.34 dB. The resonant frequency of the gripper
pressure sensor continuously shis to the le with the increase
of the power density of IR excitation. In addition, the decrease
of the absolute value of S11 at the resonant frequency is due to
the increasing capacitance reducing the quality factor of the LC
circuit, which however has no effect on the detection of the
pressure that depended on the resonant frequency shi.

Fig. 4b shows the resonant frequency shi of the gripper's
pressure sensor with pressure, the scatters of which correspond
to the measurement IR power density in Fig. 4a. The sensitivity
of the pressure sensor is 52.7 kHz mN−1. Under the irradiation
of IR, the shi in the resonant frequency of the gripper in this
paper can reach 22.1 MHz. At the same time, in order to test
whether the pressure sensing of the gripper is repeatable, the
gripper is tested 15 times under the IR with 8 power densities,
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Pressure sensing test of the gripper. (a) Pressure sensing resonant frequency and S11 parameters of the gripper; (b) resonant frequency
shift of the pressure sensor on the gripper in relation to pressure, scatters: measurement of power density in (a); (c) gripper pressure sensing
repeatability test; (d) hysteresis measurement of a gripper pressure sensor.
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as recorded in Fig. 4c. The shi of resonant frequency remains
stable aer the test, which indicates that the driving perfor-
mance and the pressure sensing performance show high
repeatability and reliability. In addition, hysteresis as an
important index to evaluate the stability of the sensor is
measured. The power density of the IR continuously increases
to themaximum, and then gradually recovers to the initial state.
The corresponding resonant frequency and S11 value are
recorded in Fig. 4d. It can be observed that over a cycle of
measurements, only the value of S11 shows hysteresis, while the
resonant frequency remained stable, which reects the accuracy
response to the pressure, indicating that the pressure sensor of
the gripper exhibits high stability. Furthermore, we tested the
response of the pressure sensor without objects. As shown in
Note S6 and Fig. S8a,† the gripper has only a small shi that can
be ignored.

Material sensor

By imitating the characteristics that human hands can recog-
nize materials according to roughness, the ability to distinguish
materials is realized on the gripper. Balls of different diameters
and materials are placed in the central area of the grasping
hand, and IR with different power densities is applied to
observe the shi of the resonant frequency. The material and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
specic dimensions of the balls are shown in Table S1.† The
relative permittivity of the balls of different materials is shown
in Table S2.†

Under the irradiation of 8 different IR power densities, the
material distinction performance of the gripper is tested. Fig. 5a
shows the S11 test result of the material sensor of the gripper
with a 16 mm wood ball. When no external IR excitation is
applied on the gripper, the LC circuit is in the initial state with
2.15 GHz of resonant frequency and −22.84 dB of the corre-
sponding S11 value. Aer applying IR excitation to the gripper,
the gripper bends and grasps the ball. The contact area between
a pair of interdigital electrodes on the ngers and the ball
gradually increases. As the contact grows closer, the relative
dielectric constant between the interdigital electrodes gradually
approaches that of the ball from the initial value, which changes
the interdigital capacitance value and leads to the shi of the
resonant frequency. As the IR power density increases, the
resonant frequency shis to the le. When the power density is
0.3056 W cm−2, the resonant frequency is 851.6 MHz, and the
corresponding S11 value becomes−18.94 dB. Under the same IR
excitation, the resonant frequency shi of the material sensor is
lower than that of the pressure sensing, which is due to that the
change in relative permittivity has a relatively small effect on the
capacitance value of the interdigitated electrodes. Aer
Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4756–4765 | 4761



Fig. 5 Material distinction sensing test. (a) S11 parameter test results of the gripper's material sensor; (b) material distinction performance of
a gripper under different power densities; (c) resonant frequency shift for material distinction of the gripper with different power densities; (d)
gripper material distinguishing repeatability test; (e) hysteresis measurement of material sensors; (f) influence of the ball diameter on material
distinction.
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a signicant shi, the change in frequency gradually dimin-
ishes with the increase of the IR power density, the reason for
which is that the contact area between the interdigitated elec-
trodes on grasping ngers and the ball does not change obvi-
ously, resulting in a small change in capacitance.

In order to test the performance of the gripper to distinguish
materials, plastic, glass, wood, and metal balls with a diameter
of 16 mm are placed under the IR excitation of 8 power densities
to monitor the performance of the gripper's material sensor. As
captured in Fig. 5b, the gripper begins to distinguish materials
aer the power density grows to a certain level. Under the same
power density, the shi of resonant frequencies corresponding
to grasping the plastic, glass, and wood balls increases in turn.
However, the resonant peak suddenly disappears once the
gripper comes into contact with the metal ball, which is due to
that the conducting metal generates a short between the inter-
digital electrodes. On the other hand, it is observed that with
the increase of power density, the resonant frequency shi
corresponding to each material gradually increases, inducing
that the shi of resonant frequencies corresponding to balls of
different materials at higher power density and lower power
density appears to overlap. For example, the resonant frequency
shi of wood under 0.1203 W cm−2 power density is 6.63 MHz,
which is the same as the resonant frequency shi of plastic
under 0.2790 W cm−2 power density. To avoid a miscalculation,
the material sensor of the gripper should be tested under the
same IR excitation.
4762 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4756–4765
Fig. 5c shows the relationship between the power density
and the resonant frequency of the wood ball, which reects the
inuence of the power density on the gripper’s ability to
distinguish materials. Aer reaching the minimum threshold
power density for testing, the resonant frequency changes
greatly with the increase of the power density. With the further
increase of the power density, the resonant frequency begins to
change slowly, and the maximum shi of resonant frequency is
9.75 MHz. 15 repeated tests are carried out on the gripper with
the wood ball, as demonstrated in Fig. 5d. Both the driving of
the gripper robot and the function of distinguishing materials
have certain stability, indicating the excellent repeatability and
reliability of the gripper.

Fig. 5e depicts the hysteresis curve of the gripper’s distinc-
tion of wood material. It is indicated that although the S11 value
at the resonant frequency of the material sensor under the same
IR power density is different during the cycle test, the resonant
frequency has little change. The maximum hysteresis value
appears under the IR excitation with a power density of 0.2790
W cm−2, which is only 0.94%. Thematerial sensor of the gripper
has good stability.

IR excitation with a power density of 0.1698 W cm−2 is
applied to the balls with different diameters and materials, to
study the effect of the size of the ball on the material dis-
tinguishing function as shown in Fig. 5f. It is observed that the
size of the diameter has little effect on the material distinction,
which will not generate misjudgement. It can be proved that the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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gripper has high tolerance for grasping objects. In addition, the
material sensor without objects is tested and the result is
recorded in Fig. S8b.† A reverse shi of resonant frequency can
be observed, which could be predicted by the structure, and
does not affect the performance of the sensor, as analysed in
Note S6.†
Gripper system

Finally, an integrated gripper system is set up to imitate the
grasping ability of human hands. Fig. 6a shows the process ow
for the gripper system from acquisition to analysis. The reading
system of the gripper is connected to a PC through a network
analyser to analyse the signal. Aer being determined by
a program, the material and grasping force of the target object
are displayed in real-time. Four types of balls are tested to
Fig. 6 Imitating human grasping test of the gripper. Grasping recognition
Imitating human grasping test results of plastic, wood, metal and glass b

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
demonstrate the gripper system, as shown in Fig. 6b and ESI
Movie.† By acquiring and processing the signal data in real-
time, the grasping force of the gripper and the material of the
object are displayed intelligently. The integrated gripper system
can accurately display tactile sensing information such as the
grasping pressure of the gripper and the material of the grasped
object under the IR excitation, facilitating the gripper's inte-
grated application.

We compared this with previous grippers on the following
aspects: material, whether it is exible, whether it has sensing
capabilities, and whether the sensing information can be
transmitted wirelessly, as shown in Table 1. We have also
compared the studies on tactile sensors to date in Note S7 and
Table S3,† which shows that there is no solution that is fully
applicable to so grippers. As a result, we rst successfully
integrated wireless sensors into a so gripper, giving the
test of the gripper. (a) Process flow of the integrated gripper system. (b)
alls.

Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4756–4765 | 4763



Table 1 Comparison of this with the previous grippers

Materials
Flexible or
rigid Sensors Wireless

26 Hydrogel Flexible No —
10 GO/BOPP Flexible No —
30 GO/rGO Flexible No —
34 SRGO/PI Flexible No —
15 Hydrogel Flexible No —
32 PEDOT–PDMS Flexible No —
31 GO–PDMS Flexible No —
36 Ti3C2Tx/polymer Flexible No —
35 — Rigid Thermal-conductivity No

Pressure
Temperature

37 rGO–BOPP Flexible Strain No
This work GO/PI Flexible Pressure Yes

Material

Nanoscale Advances Paper
gripper the ability to feel and transmit information without
being tied to an electrical connection, which makes the appli-
cation of so grippers more promising.
Experimental
Preparation of the GO lm

First, the GO dispersion (purchased from XFNANO) was added
to a lter bottle with lter paper and xed, and then the vacuum
pump was turned on for vacuum ltration to remove the
moisture in the dispersion. The GO lm was obtained on the
lter paper. The still moist GO lm was dried in a constant
temperature drying oven at 40 �C, and the dried GO lm was
dark brown and had a smooth and bright surface.
Preparation of GO foam

First, 100 mg of single-layer GO powder was dispersed in 10 ml
of deionized water, and ultrasonically treated for about 30
minutes to obtain a high concentration of 10 mg ml−1 GO
dispersion as the precursor. The dispersion was yellow brown
and viscous, and then the GO dispersion droplet was applied to
the GO lm side of the GO/PI composite bilayer to prepare
a high-concentration GO dispersion; then the temperature of
the freeze dryer was lowered to−50 �C and stabilized for 1 hour.
Then, the sample was put into a cold trap and freezed for about
1 hour to ensure that the GO dispersion was completely frozen
into ice. Aer the GO dispersion was completely frozen, the
compressor was turned off to stop cooling, and the freeze dryer
was evacuated to start vacuum drying to directly sublime the
water in the frozen GO dispersion, resulting in graphene oxide
foam. This process took 9 to 12 hours, and during the drying
process, it was found that the ambient air pressure gradually
decreased and the ambient temperature increased slowly.
Conclusions

In conclusion, we have developed a GO/PI composite bilayer
lm-based gripper that can respond to light, which combines
4764 | Nanoscale Adv., 2022, 4, 4756–4765
a small so gripper with tactile sensors and adopts LC passive
wireless transmission. The LC circuit transmits tactile infor-
mation acquired by sensors on the gripper to obtain the
grasping pressure and the material of the grasped object, so
that it can imitate the motion of human hands grasping objects.
Finally, by connecting the gripper system to the processor, it can
be effortless to realize the intelligent display of information,
which gives the gripper a wide range of applications.
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